• Call to Order
  o Adrian: Let’s introduce new council.

• Motion to Approve Kate’s Minutes: Emily D
  o Second: April
  o Result: 21 – 0 – 0

• Budgets:
  o WASO: Some alterations to include with CC Bylaws
  o College Democrats: Bringing My. Holyoke mayor to talk about running for office.
  o Men for Consent: Needed additional funding for consent week.
  o Anime Club: Looking to go to Anime conference in Boston. Falls during Spring Break, but that’s ok with our bylaws.
  o Debate Society: Spring break trips.
  o Women’s Rugby: Spring break trip. Looking at as an alternate spring break. Not funding all of it but funding a similar amount as last year.
  o Motion to Approve All Budgets: Kate
    ▪ Second:
    ▪ Result: 20 – 0 – 1
  o Emily D: Making transfers to clean everything up for the new treasurer.

• Motion to Approve Transfers: Kate
  ▪ Second: Jesus
  ▪ Result: 20 – 0 – 1

  o Appeal from the Springstreeters (Ryan):
    ▪ Made some mistakes with funding. This trip has been something we’ve done for a while, but it was not approved this year.
      • We were denied because it was retroactive funding. Kind of a lack of leadership for us.
        o Fincom did recommend that it be retroactively funded, but CC did not.
    ▪ Kate: Good of you to take the blame, but the treasurer has the tools to lead this group financially.
    ▪ Emily C: As long as you can communicate the message with the treasurer, it doesn’t make sense to hold them to a higher standard than other groups.
    ▪ Motion to Allocate $241 by Roll Call: April
      ▪ Second: Emily C
      ▪ Motion to Vote to Vote: Kate
        ▪ Second:
        ▪ Result: 20 – 0 – 1
        ▪ Result: 13 – 8 – 0

  o Spring Fling
    ▪ Emily D: Some controversy with the Chance the Rapper as the Spring Fling concert in regards to some of his lyrics. Tough to talk
about at this time because we really don’t have all the information. The administration will be meeting about it over the next couple of days with concerned parties.

• What the next council should work on
  o April: Relationship with security and parking. Parking rules on our campus do not make sense.
  o Jess: Relationship between arts/dance departments and the different student performance groups.
    ▪ Also ways for Williams to better handle breaks for people who live far away from this campus.
  o Lucas: Club sports and promoting ECom.
    ▪ April: Yes – especially a trainer.
  o Jake: Continuing to make CC more accessible to students.
  o Ellen: Student interaction with the Health Center.
  o Jess: Cost of textbooks.
  o Teddy: Continue having CC Campus work together with Council. But we should work on being more relevant to the student body.
  o Griff: Addressing retroactive funding.
    ▪ Jake: A discussion we need to have ahead of time. Not on a case to case basis.
  o Jake: Revisit dividing the council. Is it a good thing?
  o Victoria: Expand nonalcohol nightlife on campus.
  o Ellen: Renovate the SAARC.
  o Kate: Should we continue it?
  o Ryan: Make it easier to plan and throw parties.
  o Jake: Longer conversation with administration about how hazing doesn’t fit in the picture at Williams.
  o April: Continued support for SuperFan.
  o Nicole: Replace tables in Paresky and Driscoll so that the sizes make more sense.
  o Adrian: Continued good financial stewardship.
  o April: Quality of Career Center does not match that of other departments on campus.
  o Matt: Jake doing good stuff with FacTrak, hope that continues.
  o Emily C & Jess: Better support for preprofessional. Support for students at interviews and negotiating. Suits for those who can’t afford them...
  o Griffith: Work with OIT on Purple Air and also communicating better.
  o Teddy: More transparency for security.
    ▪ Adrian: That could lead them to be a lot more strict.
  o Emily C: Gaudino is up for review next year. Young Trustee on the Board of Trustees. Williams gear for all freshman of next year’s class.
  o Griff: Spreadsheet with everyone of the goals that we want to get done so that we can track them. More action and less discussions.
  o Teddy: Reviewing the role of the VPs.
\begin{itemize}
  \item Kate: Sure. Important to remember that we just changed it though.
  \begin{itemize}
    \item Emily C: Empower underclassman to work with senior administrators. Maybe more mentorship from upper class of CC.
    \item Emily C: Make sure we reach out to people who run for Council but didn't win to make sure that they are staying involved. Maybe the VP's kind of take them under their wing and keep them interested.
  \end{itemize}
  \item Nicole: Be more proactive with the Record.
  \item Jake: Invite people to Council – be more proactive.
  \item Kate: CC Twitter, CC Open Hours
  \item Ben: Don't consider the Record an independent newspaper. Also don't think CC should have a special relationship with Minco that is different from our relationship with any other group.
  \item Alphayo: Redesigning CC website.
  \item Dan Lee: A lot of people campaign on ideas that are not feasible. Maybe mandate that everyone applying for CC has to go to at least one meeting.
  \item Kate: Having a meeting/info session for the entire campus.
  \item Jake: More CC bonding.
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Max: Moving speech.
  \item Adrian: Moving speech.
  \item Council 2013-2014 Adjourned
  \begin{itemize}
    \item Council 2014-2015 Started
  \end{itemize}